MENT Trader Services
For
The Universal Plug-in Solution For Order Routing/Execution
MENT Trader Services Screen Capture

-

Support for all Currency Pairs
User Account Support
Complete Fill/Partial Fill Reporting
Fill Price Reporting
Current Position Reporting
Multiple Order Types
(Market, Limit, Stop Loss)
Cancel Orders
Order Tracking/Logging
Auto-ReConnect to GAIN
Supports LIVE and DEMO accounts
Designed for eSignal’s EFS
Language
Executes Orders Through DLL Calls
Includes Examples EFS scripts &
Complete Documentation

You’ll Receive...
- The MENT TS application
- Utility DLLs For GAIN Capital
- Utility DLLs For All Supported
Development Languages
- Example Order Execution Code.
- Full Documentation & Examples

All you need is an account with

MENT Trader Services for GAIN (MENT TS) is a utility application for
automated trading system developers and BlackBox developers. It
provides a seamless connection to GAIN Capital for placing and
tracking multiple orders from nearly any platform - fast and accurately.
MENT TS easily integrates trading actions into the most popular
charting applications, such as...
eSignal
Wealth-Lab
FXCM

TradeStation
MetaTrader
Many Others

Plus, MENT TS integrates into other development languages, such as
C++, Delphi, VB and many others. System developers have complete flexability in developing complex strategy management features
and automated trade execution systems.
MENT TS Funtions
-

“PlaceOrder”
“Cancel”
“GetFillAmount”
“GetFillPrice”
“GetCurrentPosition”
“GetStatus”

More will be added as needed.

MENT TS also provides access to special features offered by our
broker partners which allows system developers to take advantage of
specialized order type placements and strategy management. These
special features include special order types, “advisor” order options
and specialized ECN options.
MENT TS provides every system developer with all the tools needed to
quickly deploy any type of automated trading system. Imagine, being
able to integrate automated order processing/tracking in a matter of
minutes instead of days or weeks. That is the power of MENT TS install it, deploy it - you’re ready. MENT TS even includes sample
code for the eSignal platform and others.
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